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School Uniform – Listening to Children 

The school council have asked if they can have some input into the design of our uniform. 

They feel it needs updating because: 

 Royal blue is the colour of several Chester-le-St schools and many across Co 

Durham. The children are proud of our school and they would like to stand out more 

at events. Also, they feel it would be easier for staff to identify them when they are at 

county events amongst dozens of other schools – an important health and safety 

issue. 

 A practical uniform makes playtimes more fun. A healthy playtime involves lots of 

physical activities & clothing needs to be suitable and comfortable. 

The pupil council surveyed all the children. They found that over 90% agree that the uniform 

should be updated. They also asked the children what colour it should be. The most popular 

colours were Sapphire blue (a subtle difference from royal blue – but different enough to be 

noticed) and grey.  

We had some samples made up and this is what they look like… 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

 Sapphire blue hoodie with grey hood insert  

 Sapphire blue zipped cardigan with grey hood 

insert 

 Round necked tee shirt for under hoodie  

 Polo shirt  

 Grey jogging pants with school badge – 

children can still wear grey trousers/dress if 

preferred  

 Sapphire blue lightweight jacket (cagoule) 

 Black heavy weight coat with sapphire badge  

Cost: 

All uniform would be available to buy with the existing school badge or slightly cheaper without as 

it is now. 

New uniform would be introduced gradually over the next year so we would have a period of 2 

colours for our uniform.  We would simply stop selling royal blue and start selling sapphire - the 

children will of course be able to continue wearing the royal blue until they require new so there will 

be no additional cost. 

As you can see the children have given this a lot of thought & it has been a great process of debate! I can see 

no reason why we can’t go along with their suggestions but I would like to take on board your feelings 

before a final decision is made.  As always you can email me: l.gowland100@durhamlearning.net  

 

The colour looks quite different when you see it!!!!! 
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